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What has been
worked on in the
past month?

This past month we have had our first staff/ school meeting, with this
having been put back with the delayed start to the year. A few issues
and concerns were raised during this session which have been actioned
and resolved where necessary since this session. It was really
encouraging to see a strong open discussion between students and
staff which I felt was productive for all. I was also pleased by all the
positive feedback and reinforcement from the reps as this didn’t happen
last year and I think staff appreciated their support from students for
what can be noted as a huge effort by staff for how well this year has
been run so far, being better than normal on top of the COVID
provisions that have been made.
My school also took part in there own speak week as this has been a
fantastic resource for the school. The Head and Deputy head of school
involved me in the surveying process in its creation and results which
were helpful to support reps and make questions clearer for students.

Successes from
the past month
and any Reps
Wins

From the feedback from speak week 80% of the respondents said they
understood the course rep structure and its purpose for them which was
encouraged. All the students who didn’t understand where first and
second years. These reps have been encouraged to give a description
to there year as a whole. This should hopefully provide any clarity
needed.
We have also had great response to feedback and problems, which has
been acknowledged by staff and students. We had a problem of a
wrong briefing document to CSM and AST students which was resolved
within the next day of it being raised which is excellent and is like the
speedy responses we have had all year. This has put us going into good
place for the Christmas break and ready for the subject committee when
we return.

Plans for next
month

With our transition to online teaching we have still had good feedback
from students. With this time of year and the return in New Year
students are particularly busy at this time. I think this will limit the reps
time at our return so I am encouraging them to make sure they
absolutely attend our subject committee meeting. This will give a more
detailed view of how students and staff are getting on so far.
I am also looking forward to our return to university as a lot of students
are in our school and hopefully the positive feedback will continue.

